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Abstract
Trajectory

analysis

been conducted
timization

planetary

Electric

thrust

low-thrust

trajectory

trajectory

and time-consuming
propulsion

system

tion environment.
tric propulsion

is impossible

system

op-

F

=

thrust

sys-

f

=

thrust

9

=

gavitational

I

=

functional

Isp

=

specific impulse

m

=

vehicle

of electric

mp2

=

payload

computa-

P

=

power

r

=

radius

t

=

time

Tf

=

flight time

X

=

position

vector

v

=

velocity

vector

a

=

specific

m‘ass

AT

=

thruster

operating

c =

tankage

fraction

r/ =

propulsive

e =

thrust

such as interapplica-

optimization

in or-

performance,

study

on an usual

trajectory

analyses

of elec-

so far tend to be simplified

deal with ideal conditions.

The study

based on the work conducted

by the authors

researchers,

the code uses two numerical

robust

techniques
in convergence,

tion memory

however, requires

estimate

the DCNLP

mate and the SCGRA
with more accuracy.
method

tory optimization

opti-

huge computa-

which is superior

is given.

In the combined

is used to calculate
follows to obtain

a rough esti-

is used to solve interplanetary
for an Earth-Nereus

in order to show its effectiveness,

lated and the calculation

example

problem

the

trajec-

vector,

IfI = 1

acceleration

mass
mass

time

efficient>

misalignment

angle,

defined

as the angle

from the optimal

p

=

part.

direction

constant

Subscripts

is formu-

of the E,arth-Ncrcus

case is shown.
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gravitational

control

transfer

and in the latter

of the paper the t,hrust misalignment

direction

a final estimate

In the first half of the paper

problem

energy

which is

cost, however, tends to lose convergence

when a poor initial

combined

propulsion

The DCNLP,

and time. The SCGRA,

in computation

method,

code for electric

combined.

is

to develop

analysis

mization

and

in this paper

an efficient mission
where

how-

is so difficult

parametric

Therefore

characteristic

propulsion

optimization

that

=

and Earth-orbit

der to fully esert electric propulsion
ever, low-thrust

c3

trajectory

missions

mission

has

misali,gnment

for electric

propulsion

exploration

require

Nomenclature

using the interplanetary

code developed

tem study.

tion

with

Misalipment

Society.

All

(1 =

arrival

cl

=

dcparturc

limit

=

upper limit

plan

=

planned

traject.ory

Introduction
Electric
benefits

propulsion
for planetary

is expected

to offer suhstnztial

exploration

missions

and Earth
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orbit

applications

increased

by reduced

payload

propulsion
tivities,

capacity.

mass and/or

As the interest

in electric

has been focused on applications
several

electric

thrusters

and used for attitude
keeping

spacecraft

of satellites.

propulsion

missions

validated

electric

control

and north-south

.4lthough

the number

is still limited
propulsion

over chemical

tric propulsion

system

functions,

interest

primary

propulsion

growing

interest,

an electric

of electric

propulsion

system.

Elec-

however, due to the developsolar and nuclear

in using electric
functions
mission

propulsion

space power

propulsion

analysis

using the “combined
analyses

perturbation

around

study

is an enhancement

misalignment
There

ity of the vehicle
alignment

be corrected

hicle and recover its error.

of

the error is necessary
analysis

influenced

study

is required.
ranges

thrust

Low-thrust

from analytic

for near-Earth

missions

assumption,

tary missions.
propulsion
produced

merical

solutionsi*?

Although
studies,

too simplified

is not prop-

time-consuming

their electric

to provide

electric

thruster

optimization

code is necessary:

usage, 3) incorporating

Tokyo

are

in shorter

1) being rc+
time with less
realistic

elec-

circumstances,
to develop

the

a mission

University
analysis

which can be widely used in the area of electric
sion research.

The study

the trajectory

optimixation

This

estimating

In the first half of
prob-

is formulated
problems

In the latter

and
by the

half of the

problem

to the

and the ezample

of

so far successfully

Optimization

is for an Earth
a. practical
made;

of

departure

simplicity,

interplanetary
the following

{a) the sun is considered

source,

(b) the krajectory
and coast.ing

~hasc can be calculated

culation

in the thrusting
must

analytically,

bc satisfied

=

F

--

in
?h

is divided

=

--

I’z

1xj3

IFI
9ISP

into
solu-

Phases.
in the
the cal-

please is only necessary.

developed

code which can deal with

are

of the vehicle

plWse,
2

assumptions

and consting

and velocity

coasting

equations

For

as the only one gravity

of a vehicle

to have thrusting

Since the position

transfer.

ph;lses since the optimized

code

Propul-

mass model

and vehicle maSs model given here

trajectory

following

models.

has started

The

tion is known

2) running

of

system

mission.

estimation

is formulated

and vehicle

Trajectory

low-thrust

bust and reliable,

the ve-

optimization

system

is shown.

Trajectory

thrusting

amount

enough

is shown.

for electric

trajectory

these

misalignment

useful information
Hence, the following

Following

op-

propul-

models

researchers.

tric Propulsion

models

trajectov

propulsion

of memory

nu-

is required.

to the low thrust
are many

thrust

not

technique

trajectory

correction

one

to the

and power plant

there

propulsion

way to solve optimization
method”

mis-

the estimation

of two parts.

propulsion

the velocity

thrust

to accelerate

the calculation

paper,

its analysis

since

Therefore

electric

consists

the practical

This

change, which must

thrusters

propulsion

the low thrust

however, thrust

optimization

thruster

be incorporated

sion mission

and

trajectory

electric

small

is not negligible

difficult

misalignment

where electric

force, this assumption

low-thrust

timization.

which obtained

ones for interplane-

performance,

the paper,

“combined

optimization

missions

thrusters

Instead,

In addition,
should

trajectory

In interplanetary

sun’s gravitational

introduces

lem for electric

tra-

using the infinitesimally

exerts superior

erly used.

of a low-thrust

to numerical

by electric

sys-

by the choice of the trajectory

that a vehicle follows, optimization

thrust

in doing electric propulsion

and planning

The paper

for use.

tem is greatly

jectory

more

propulsion

This

from the planned

and velocity

by chemical

the

more impor-

error.

the trajectory

With

such errors.

of an electric

and no

was included.

causes of thrust

and the arrival position

performance

Since the performance

ideal conditions

or navigation

deviates

study

appropriate

method.3v4*s How-

estimation.

time is left for electric

thrusters

thruster

to the code by including

may be several

tant than ever in order to fully utilize electric propulsion
and to help design electric

assumed

electric

the trajectory

for

and optimization

is becoming

characteristics
ever, these

incorporating

system

is increasing.

system

missions

such as thrust misalignment against the center of grav-

and demonstrated

up to now has been used for aux-

ment of both high-power
systems,

station

today, those missions

system

its advantages

iliary propulsion

to space ac-

have been developed

interplanetary

The

in the thrusting
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In most of the analyses.
which is evaluated

payload

mass is maximized

in this model as:
1

- OP - 772th

jrizij ATi

mpl = m0 - 1 _ E, c

the above equation.
departure

the Kepler’s
(3)

The positions

and arrival

planets

and velocities

are determined

of the

by solving

equation.

One more constraint

is applied

if a flight time is given

t, - td = T/

(13)

i

as an input
where

the first term

mass

on the right-hand

at departure,

and its structure
plant

the second

thruster

mass.

Since

longer

larger payload

system

flight, the third power

mass and the last term is

k1ethod

of Solution

The method
thruster

operating

time

tends

mass, the following constraint

time of a thruster
mission

the sum of propellant

in a heliocentric

and propulsion

parameter.

side is vehicle

is necessary

to give

on the life-

for electric

propulsion

given as

optimization

problems.

tion methods

provides

such as Sequential
gorithm

(4)

of solution

conditions

The boundary

conditions

by the following

conditions
X

at departure

ear Programming

=

Xcf(4d

v

=

Vd (bd

m

=

mo

For impulsive

propulsion,
late

(5)
+

(6)

(7)
energy given 0 for spiral de-

departure

the following

d-G

such <asusing chemical

relationship

is used to calcu-

eficient

in solving

advance

in optimiza-

and robust

algorithms,

Restoration

and Direct Collocation

Al-

with Xonlin-

(DCNLP).7~a*g~‘o*11 In each method
is divided

into a lot of segments

with a

node on each side and the constraints

are evaluated

the node.

superior

contrary
initial

where ca is a characteristics
parture.

<are espressed

Recent

Conjugate-Gradient

(SCGRA)6

the trajectory
Boundary

is very important

The SCGRA

and DCNLP’s

to the classic
estimate

variation

of variables

of parameters

The authors

and DCNLP

for solving

tion problems

and a lot

on them can be easily in-

have been using the SCGR4
low-thrust

trajectory

and found each method

and demerits

the precise

is not necessary

and constraints

corporated.

methods,

on

point is,

in using electric

optimiza-

has both merits

propulsion

trajectory

op-

timization.
The SCGRA

has the following

properties,

c3 as

where ?-d is the radius
Arrival

boundary

are given for rendezvous

condition,

l

Low computation

2 = 3, (rll)

(9)

v = v, (t,J

(10)

velocity

v,, Eq.(lO)

is replaced

the planet. with
by

v = v, (to) - 21,

to have a high-accuracy

of nodes

usage,

is easily taken

solution.

depends

on the initial

estimate

of the

solution.
The DCNLP
R.obust

h,as the following

convcrgencc

poor initial
(11)

cost in time and memory

a large number

9 Convergence

In the case thnt~ the vehicle approaches
a rciativc

E‘asy to implement.

therefore,

at the departure.

conditions

l

Equn1it.y

properties,

characteristic

even ag;linst

a

estimntc.

and

inequality

conditions

on

state

vari-

nblcs such ‘as Eq. (12) are easily implemented
or
121- v,(kI)l
Other

‘arrival conditions

tion to the orbit
erly calculating

around

(12)

_< vr

such ‘as soft. handing
the planet

or inser-

Eu’e given by prop-

the w,. term on t.he right hand side of

Computation

time

increxx

number

problem,
essary,
dificult.

with
sparse

and memory

matris

of nodes;
operation

size sigificantUy
in a large-scale
technique

which makes the implementation

is nec-

of a code
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From these characteristics,

the folloming method

used to solve the problem
run the DCNLP
to obtain

a rough estimate,

reassigned

of a DCNLP

method

of time steps

history

then, run the SCGR4

value with a large number

to get a final estimate.
code depends

ing sparse nonlinear

code

of nodes

(The calculation

on how to handle

and their sparse patterns.

cost

large size

The algorithm

progamming

The

Firstly,

basis.

code with a small number

using it as a starting

matrices

in a practical

was

problem

solv-

in this study

characteristics

for the combined

calculation
nected

Calculation

The low thrust
Nereus transfer

trajectory

optimization

on an Earth-

is shown ZLSthe example

ness of the method.

of the effective-

The Earth-Nereus

mission

posed by the ISAS doing sample return

from the Nereus

in the year 2002 to 2004 using ion thruster
The calculation
the flight with
Earth

has been
parabolic

and rendezvous

tion condition

velocity

departure

from the

Assumed

calcula-

was as follows, vehicle mazs at departure

thruster

performance

and T=

0.5. Flight

lation,

system.13

done on the first half of

to the Nereus.

365 kg with characteristic

parture

is pro-

energy c3 = 17.7 km2/s2.

was set Isp = 3120 s, P = 0.25 kW
time wcls fixed to 604days

date was selected

in January

in the DCNLP
the

then

The

the

DCNLP

is divided

ing nodes on e,ach side.
in this calculation

and de-

After the DCNLP’s

accuracy

solution.

with 16 nodes was comparable
Computational

that

cost incresses

DCNLP.
with many

nodes

calculation

considered

the improved

hav-

of nodes selected

was 16 in the DCNLP

1 shows the optimized

each method

(calculation

to show the thrust

ure 1 (a) is a calculat,ion

direction

to improve

ing it ‘1s the starting
The traject.ory
by the SCGRA
signed.

to guess.

accuracy

operating

of the solution

the SCGR4

Neither

for the SCGR4

Thus

as the initial

oi

the idea

convergence

the combined
\&ue

method

is

using

solver for the SCGRA

is very effective.

Thrust

Misalignment

misalignment

trajectory
arrival

of a vehicle slightly

of the vehicle

position

by us-

calculation.
obtained

wvas calculated

352

The poor

is improved

phase such as seen in the thrust

as-

by

direction

error estimation
lyzing

mission

calculation

misalignment

eter and within
added

foHowin=; functional

one, i.e., the

thrusters.

its error
Thus

is important

the

ir! ana-

and the development

OCits

is necfzsary.
procedure,

the upper

limit oi the

angle B is given <asthe input

this angle a xnall

to the thrust

the velocity

by chemical

the

Since not enough
to recover

of the trajectory

In the calculation
thrust

change.

propulsion

perform‘ancc

technique

devincej

fro;? the planned

and velocity

it. must. bc corrected

was

of time steps

in the DCHLP

Thrust

the SCGR4

time 562.3 days.

of the orbit and the coCasting position.

in com-

to the benefit

does not work at all since the

time is left, for elect.ric

value of the SCGRA

with n large number

Fig-

As seen

of the solution

m~ass at arrival

in the

the penalty

of tke solution.

of only 1G nodes

in Fig. 1 (b) is a final estimate

The vehicle

kg and thruster

Therefore

the accuracy

here since

value required

by

Arrows were

on each node.

is composed

which is low in its accuracy.
employed

yielded

result by the DCNLP.

in the figure, the trajectory

in the SCGRA

from Fig. 1 (a) by

the DCI\I’LP to Fig. 1 (b) by the SCGRA.)
written

line‘arly

zggesc

and 896 in the

trajectories

proceeded

characteristics

or more dramatically

only using the SCGFU

SCGR4.
Figure

in

an im-

does not work well in the trajectory

accuracy

the DCNLP

reached

time of the DCNLP

cost is quite large compared

very hard

into a lot of segments

solution

the idea only to use the DCXLP

Therefore

putation

and masimized

to the one in the SCGR4

with 896 nodes.

quadratically

for

the trajec-

followed to calculate

As seen in Fig.2 the ca!cxlation

starting

The number

all the constraints

the SCGR4

time

all constraints

to yield

state,

at discrete

points,

proceeded

mass.

calculation

con-

WZLSconsurzed

satisfied

a steady

and increases

started

sim?Iy

(only Eqs. c.5) and

by XLP’)
which

payload

proved

that

half of the calculation

(denoted

trajectory

time

The DCNLP

trajectory

and arri-;i?l points

(9) were satisfied.)

2002. In the calcu-

Eqs. (1) to (13) are evaluated

i.e., the trajectory

Ion

cszbir.ed

in terms of the ?q-load

by its fir.zl value.

departure

finding

method

from a startin;

tory which satisfied
Sample

of the

is in Fig. 2. The >ne shows a calcula:i;n

mass normalized

and

is based on the work in Ref. 191.)

convergence

direction

perturbation

of the plnnned

which is defined

pzxmaf(t)

orbit.

as the differerxe

from t.he one of the planned

orbit

is
The
of

is intro
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to the thrust

and its enhancement

duced
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misalignment

prob-

lem.

(14

I(t) = Iv(t) - wan(
and its value at the arrival

point

is maximized

to esti-

history

f(t)

that

is stated

maximizes

vantage

of the robust

convergence

cost of the SCGR4.

as follows; find the control

easier and helps electric

the functional

system

I(&)

with

analysis

evaluation
mance.

where

Method

The code makes

06)

. fplan (t) L cm 6

propulsion

transfer

of thrust

trajectory

such as

optimization

misalignment

In the thrust

purposes,

and the

on a mission

perfor-

calculation,

the er-

misalignment

ror caused by it may have a penalty
f(t)

and

study.

Earth-Asteroid

(13

t- 6f(t)

takes ad-

of the DCNLP

The code can be used for various

= f,,,,(t)

that

trajectory

the following conditions
f(t)

method

the low calculation

mate the error.
Then the problem

The code uses the combined

in the mission

per-

formance.

of Solution
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